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We teach practical and useful
knowledge of the German
language for profession and
leisure at all levels of
proficiency.
The lessons are held in
German. From the first minute
to the last you hear and speak
the German language. In
doing so, you learn
successfully and effectively
and save time. Don't be
surprised to find yourself
taking active part in the course
after only a few minutes.
We will practice with you
German you are unable to
learn at home alone. Through
active question and answer
dialogues, you will be speaking
sooner then you thought
possible.
In no time at all you will take
over and ask questions of your
own. The lessons are
prgressive. From the basic, to
the intermediate, all the way to
fluency, one step follows the
other.
Because the lessons are held
predominantly verbally, your
active use of the German
language will take huge steps
in, and outside, the classroom.
All German as a Foreign
Language courses (DaF) are
held in accordance with the
European Union Collective
Reference Agreement for
Languages (Gemeinsamer
europäischer Referenzrahmen
für Sprachen), this recognized
standard of language ability is
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The levels are:
Elementary Foreign Language
Use (A1 & A2):
The participant understands
complete sentences and
phrases used in everyday
situations. Can communicate
on a basic level.
Natural Language Use (B1 &
B2):
The participant is able to
understand the main subject of
complex texts, understands
and answers complex
situations spontaneously and
fluently, and explains a
personal point of view in
practically all situations.
Proficient Language Use (C1
& C2):
C1: Can understand a wide
range of demanding, longer
texts, and recognise implicit
meaning. Can express him /
herself fluently and
spontaneously without much
obvious searching for
expressions. Can use language
flexibly and effectivly for
social, academic and
proffesional purposes. Can
produce clear, well-structured,
detailed text on complex
subjects, showing controlled
use of organisational patterns,
connectors and cohesive
devices.
C2: Can understand with ease
virtually everything heard or
read. Can summarise
information from different
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employed Europewide.
Depending upon individual
ability, the participant receives
a standard level certification.
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spoken and written sources,
reconstructing arguments and
accounts in a coherent
presentation. Can express
him / herself spontaneously,
very fluently and precisely,
differentiating finer shades of
meaning even in more
complex situations.

LEARN GERMAN SUCCESSFULLY AND EFFECTIVELY !
TEACHING AT YOUR HOME POSSIBLE !

